Why more and more
service providers are opting for LCL
Service Providers especially like the idea of carrierneutral data centres whereby they have the choice
between a wide selection of carriers.

You choose your carrier yourself
The two LCL data centres operate independently and are carrier-neutral.
For service providers access to unlimited bandwidth is important.
At LCL, they can buy bandwidth from various carriers, as well as compare prices and
other conditions.

Telecom carriers at LCL
Providers such as Belgacom, Telenet, BT, COLT Telecom, Verizon Business, Eurofiber,
Interoute (I-21), Global Crossing, Viatel, Scarlet, Mobistar (France Telecom), B-Telecom
(Syntigo), VOO (Brutele), Cogent Communications, Versatel (KPN Belgium), T-Systems,
TI Net (Tiscali International Network). supply every possible type of connectivity.
That way you can reach every corner of the world from the heart of Europe via LCL.

“ Connectivity, flexibility and affordability:
that’s what Kangaroot expects from its
data centre. And gets it.”
Peter Dens, Managing Director Kangaroot

Your Data Center

Flexible service
Service providers appreciate LCL in particular for its flexibility on price. When we install
new cabling, everything goes really quickly. Peter Dens at Kangaroot puts it this way,
‘I have yet to ask LCL a question to which they replied “sorry, we can’t”. Just recently
I asked for a special dish antenna for a customer who streams TV. Before you could turn
round, the job was done.’
Service providers can opt for a rack or a suite at LCL: a separate area for their own racks.
So the same option is there for you, too. As well as room to expand: because at LCL you
can start ‘small’ with a rack, and when you become ‘big’, you can switch over to
a suite.

Why not come to our data centres and see for yourself?
Want to know what LCL can do specially for you?
Send an e-mail or call us ( infor@lcl.be or 02 709 70 20) to make an appointment.
At LCL, everything is customised, even your first visit.

“ At LCL we found flexible, approachable people who
think along with us personally about finding the fastest
link from data centre to end-user.”
SPEN6

Jonas Dhaenens, founder, Combell, Gent
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